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Gina Dal Santo
TAFESA
Applied Food Studies
137 Days Rd
Regency Park SA 5010
Email: Gina.dalsanto@tafesa.edu.au
PH:
08 8348 2699
I work for TAFESA and I was instrumental in starting the original cheese making facilities at
the Regency Campus of TAFESA. Since then I have run various courses in cheese making for
in-house Diploma and Degree students, general public, international students and for
industry. Within the umbrella of TAFESA we opened the “Artisan Cheese Making Academy
Australia”, this was an initiative from Kris Lloyd from Woodside Cheese Wrights. This area of
our cheese education is dedicated to Artisan Cheese making. The Academy supports Artisan
Cheese Makers and the Industry through best practice education, mentoring and technical
services to increase knowledge, raise awareness and the growth of skilled Artisan Cheese
makers. I am passionate about cheese making and cheese education. I judge at national
competitions including the Grand Dairy Awards. Over the years I have looked at expanding
my own cheese education to keep on top of industry growth and find myself searching for
cheese courses which have taken me overseas. I have completed courses in United States of
America, France and Italy to keep me industry relevant therefore I believe there is a need to
expand the cheese education in Australia to what we already offer.
Positions I hold:
 President of the South Australian branch of Dairy Industry of Australia Association
(DIAA)
 Chief judge Royal Agricultural Show Victoria
 Chief judge Royal Agricultural Show Society Adelaide
Member of:
 DIAA
 Cheese SA
 Australian Specialty Cheese Association (ASCA)
Board Member of:
 Dairy Authorities of South Australia (DASA)
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Executive Summary
I was awarded a Winston Churchill Fellowship in 2015 to explore teaching methodologies
and growth of cheese education. The aim of the Churchill Trust is to provide the opportunity
for Australians to travel overseas to conduct research in their chosen field.
The dairy industry in Australia is expanding and I found that there was not enough specific
cheese making training offered for start-up companies or small companies trying to hone
their skills.
My project included a visit to several international teaching institutes to observe best
practice teaching philosophies, methods and educational materials with a focus on Artisan
cheese.
The lessons, observations and imported best practice will be used as the basis for the
expansion of the Artisan Cheese Making Academy Australia (ACMAA).
The programs I observed had some common features:






Education was of a high standard in well-established Schools/Universities
All practical areas were of a high standard with state of the art equipment
Practical sessions as well as being well equipped had extra staff on hand to ensure all
students gained as much experience and knowledge from the practical experience
Methodology and philosophy were similar from country to country
Their funding source came either from state, national and most importantly
stakeholders

Cheese/dairy education was highly valued in the United States of America, France and Italy, and
some areas of England.
I would be looking to initiate a formal qualification as a “Cheesemaker”, coordinate and work with
other educational facilities and ensure some training is compulsory, especially in regards to food
safety.
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Itinerary
San Franciso
 Cow Girl Creamery
San Luis Obispo
 Calpoly Tech
Madison Wisconsin
 Centre for Dairy Research
 Crave Brothers Farmstead
 Emmi Roth
 Klondike Cheese Co.
France
 Paris (agroparis Polytech)
 ENILBIO – Poligny
England

















Italy








Fowlers of Earlswood
Cropwell Bishop
Wellbeck School of Artisan Food
High Weald dairy
Isle of Wight
Cornish Cheese Co.
Sharpham Estate
Whitelake Cheese
Haberfield Park Haloumi
Charles Martell
Monkland Dairy
Ludlow Food Centre
Harper Adams University Dairy Dept
Reaseheath College Dairy
Borough Markets
Kensington Whole foods
Guild of Fine Foods
Moretta - Agenform
Valform
Caseificio Valle Macra
Oggero e La Dolce
Fattoria a Vigone
Caseificio Rabbia a Ruffia
Serpertino
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Title of report
International approaches to education for Cheese makers and lessons for
Australia.
Dairy/cheese education in Australia is carried out on a very small scale. However, the
industry is growing and looking to employ qualified cheese makers.
The aim of this project was to examine the feasibility of developing a national centre for
cheese education to facilitate the creation of a paddock-to-plate Artisan Industry.
While working within the industry either teaching, judging, or on various committees, I
identified a deficiency in the education of those hoping to enter the Australian Artisan
Cheese Industry.
I found that International best practice teaching methods and skills development for artisan
food (and particularly for artisan cheese) are the norm in the USA, Italy, France and England,
countries which have long history of Cheese Education. In Australia, the situation is different.
At present our education relating to cheese manufacturing, and in particularly to Artisan
cheese production, is rather fragmented. In South Australia, at TAFESA where I teach and
our focus is on Food Technology, I have a small area devoted to Artisan Cheese making. In
Victoria, there is an educational facility that delivers food processing/dairy to larger
processors but does not have formal training set up for small start-up companies. The
Australian Specialty Cheese Association run short courses with international guests that
would suit the more experienced cheese makers wanting to hone their skills.
In an ideal world, these facilities would be brought together under a National Artisan
Cheese Training Centre even though courses may be delivered in various states. One of the
impediments to the formation of this National centre is that different States have different
priorities when it comes to funding.
My project included a visit to several international teaching institutes to familiarise myself
with best practice teaching philosophies, to observe methods of best practice teaching and
to evaluate educational materials as they relate to Artisan cheese making.
My aim was to use what I learnt, firstly as the basis for the expansion of the Artisan Cheese
Making Academy Australia (ACMAA) and as a springboard for creating a National Centre for
Cheese Education.
The Artisan Cheese Making Academy Australia (ACMAA) already plays a vital role in cheese
education in Australia and responsible for an increase in several small start-up companies.
ACMAA is conscious of the changing needs of the cheese industry for education in cheese
making.
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The outcome of the project will enable ACMAA to deliver best practice education with a
vision for support and continuous improvement. Newfound knowledge will enable skills gap
to be met, which is part of continuous improvement and growth within the industry.
Small industries will be able to gain the education and knowledge necessary to expand their
businesses and to develop a unique and safe product without needing to leave the country
to do so., bench marking our educational level in Artisan Cheese manufacture in Australia.
Our fledgling Artisan industry will gradually be able to close the gap between it and
international cheesemakers. Small artisan cheese industries, at times single operators, will
be more confident and will be able to be competitive in the market place.
Cheesemaking should become a vocationally recognised trade, i.e. a person should be
required to successfully complete a trade certificate of a type similar to that required of
other vocational areas such as bakery, butchery and cookery. Cheesemaking is sufficiently
complex to warrant the development of a defined curriculum. It is not reasonable to expect
an individual to become a successful cheesemaker without the provision of an expertly
crafted curriculum of a type comparable to those delivered in Europe and the United States.
The nationally accredited qualifications in Food Processing that underpin much of the
education for food processing industries in Australia are usually generic and do not provide
the specific training necessary for successful cheesemaking.
Cheesemaking requires an understanding of complex scientific and technological processes
and demands expertise in a diverse set of areas including milk chemistry, microbiology,
fermentation and food preservation.
Institutions in the United States of America and France devote time and money to both
scientific research and product development within the dairy industry; something that is
unfortunately not common in Australia in regards to cheese manufacturing.
Examples of overseas courses that Australia could emulate are:
ENILBIO – Poligny France (see appendix 5)
ENILBIO hosts 300 students and trainees. They train employees, apprentices and job
seekers. All cheese makers attend one of 6 cheesemaking schools in France while working in
the industry or starting up their own business.
WCDR - Wisconsin Centre for Dairy Research – Madison Wisconin (see appendix 3)
To become a licenced cheese maker one is required to do a cheese making certificate, one
can only become a master cheese maker once they have completed 10 years in the industry.
Agenform Moretta – Piedmonte Italy. (see appendix 10) Start-up companies would attend
the course prior to starting their own cheese making facilities.
Reaseheath (see appendix 9) is a technical school, similar to TAFE.
Reaseheath is proactive in making students work ready. Some subjects are mandatory if
wanting to work in the dairy industry:
 Food safety
 HACCP
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Health and safety
Auditing

The mode of delivery is blended learning which follows the methodology of vocational training.
The foundation degree in dairy technology is over a 3 year period with block release. This course is
closed for students employed by the dairy industry.

Cheesemaking provides excellent opportunities for the dairy industry to value add for local
markets and to export high value processed food. The dairy industry already has an
expanding area of food processing for export in the manufacture of milk powder and other
dairy products but could expand the cheese export. As for our domestic market there is
scope for farmers to value add.
For example:
A farmer sells his milk to a processor for approximately .40c/L
100L milk to the processor = $40
100L milk to the farmer = $40
The processor convers milk to cheese. 10kg cheese = $200 (conservatively)
Farmer still only makes $40.00
A farmer can obtain 5 times the amount of revenue on a processed product. This is being
conservative at obtaining $20.00 p/kg for a cheese with 10% yield. A fresh cheese with 20%
yield can be sold at $10 p/kg, this still will achieve 5 times more than selling the raw product
but with less work involved.
An important benefit of the processing of milk into cheese for export is that it provides local
employment and utilises advanced manufacturing techniques that are likely to improve
Australia’s competitiveness in the global food market.
My approach when visiting companies and teaching institutes was to observe teaching
methodologies, participate as a student to get a “real” feel for student knowledge
appreciation and to be armed with a set of interview questions to have a methodical
approach. (see appendix 1)
My findings in the United States of America, France and Italy are that industry value
cheese/dairy education and an individual would not be considered as a cheese maker
without a formal education. This attitude is very prominent at Wisconsin University who
also have a “master cheese maker” program.
While I was in England I found the attitude in some areas towards education is very similar
to that in Australia where one can become a cheese maker without much background
knowledge or formal education. While this approach can and has been successful, it also
had inherent problems. A perfect example of this was a dairy farmer who made his own
cheese; he was a 14th generation cheesemaker. Traditionally cheddar was the only product
that was made. The owner could recognise that he needed to expand his range of product
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to be market competitive. He was going in the right direction but instead of trying to make
one or two new products he expanded his line by at least 6 new styles. When I asked the
question if he thought he needed training he said he didn’t believe so as the family had
been making cheese for a very long time. Unfortunately even though he was very proficient
in making cheddar, all the new products I saw and tasted were very lack lustre from a
judging point of view and definitely from a quality and food safety issue. This was proof that
even though training had been pasted down from generation to generation he did not have
enough knowledge to recipe develop and deal with issues that I saw were quite serious but
he believed they were minor. In contrast when I went to my next meeting, again family run
for several generations but had formal training, the factory, product and staff were on a
complete different level. High end product, very well rounded knowledge from food safety,
production, sales and marketing.
I witnessed several producers while in England, who lacked formal training and I noticed
that they rarely produced a premium product, and seemed to struggle when trying to
develop a new style or when attempting to reverse engineer an existing style.
Conversely, the industries that I visited that were under the stewardship of cheesemakers
with formal training delivered a range of premium products irrespective of the size of the
producer, no matter how large or small I visited that did have formal training reflected in
their successful manufacturing and standard of product. Moreover, my discussions with the
owners / cheesemakers in start-up companies revealed that less inferior product was made
during product development and thus fewer products was discarded, when the
owners/cheesemakers had formal training.
The well-established schools of Calpoly Tech, Wisconsin Centre for Dairy Research, ENILBIO
Poligny, Reaseheath Dairy College, Harper Adams University, Agenform Moretta, were
extremely well set up. The teaching materials are comparable to what we deliver in
Australia but the production area, laboratories and equipment were high end, plenty of
equipment for students to all gain exposure of cheese making. There was plenty of staff to
work with the students in the production area so it was very much hands on.
Another area we lack in Australia is in the area of research. There is not enough funding put
towards dairy research. This has been dying off over the years, as our industry grows,
farming techniques are changing, new cheese are being developed, innovative areas such as
lactose free, fat reduced products come into demand it is evident that research should not
be a dying area. While I was in Agriparistech France and Harper Adams University England, it
was evident that a lot of funding was given to dairy/cheese research. Both facilities had
large number of PhD students. This is another area we can grow in and perhaps partner up
with an international educational facility. Harper Adams University were very welcoming to
the idea.
Other areas we could partner with is the Guild of fine foods. This area is more into the retail
training, again something we do on a very small scale. Being a partner with the Guild and
having an exchange of cheesemongers will put us in the same playing field. I am currently
writing materials for a Cheese Monger program and it would be a step in the right direction
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to partner with an international body. Unfortunately Australia is not seen as experts in the
industry. This is where we could expand our visibility by sectors such as Dairy Australia (DA),
Dairy Industry Association of Australia (DIAA), Primary Industries and Regions of SA (PIRSA)
and other state counterparts helping Dairy Education lift its profile.

Local Cheese from Madison
Wisconsin – student meet and
greet session
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Applications laboratory
– looking at melt ability
of pizza cheese
WSDR

ENILBIO - Poligny
One of many vats
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Morbier made by students at
ENILBIO Poligny

New style of cheese I saw at
Boroughs Market London
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Jaap from Jongia (UK) Ltd.
Demonstrating his cheese vat
that Wellbeck School of fine
foods purchased.

NB: I have been applying for a
butter churn come cheese vat
(100L) for my area, started 2
years ago.
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Richard from Isle of Wight
Cheese show casing his aging
room

Goat cheese – “Rachael”
Made by White Lake Cheese.
Strongly believed in cheese
education. Went to Poligny
France to be trained.
Certainly reflected in his
cheese.
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Charles Martell – Developed
the stinking Bishop
Recipient of a Churchill
Fellowship in 1965

Harper Adams University Dairy
Department – High end University
level, paddock to plate teaching

Reaseheath College was well
sponsored.
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Cheese, cheese
and more cheese

Making and eating
Buratta and fresh
Mozzarella

Serpertino were
very generous with
their tastings
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Lessons learnt
This was an amazing opportunity to experience different educational methodologies and to
learn about stake-holder and government commitments for the benefit of the industry. I
have discovered and believe that more value should be placed on education but how can we
make this happen? We need a proactive approach starting at a Government level followed
by support of stakeholders.

Conclusion
My aim was to gather enough information to understand how I could “develop a national centre for
cheese education to create a paddock-to-plate Artisan Cheese Industry””.
I identified the need in our Artisan Cheese Industry for further support through best practice
education and skill development. My assumption was that international best practice teaching
methods for artisan food (and particularly for artisan cheese) are found in USA, Italy, France and
England which have long history of Cheese Education. This was verified as my project included visits
to several international teaching institutes. While I was there I observe best practice teaching
philosophies, methods and educational materials.
I found throughout my visits that each school had their own funding model but was quite different
to what we have in Australia. Funding was either from industry, government or both. Industry
involvement, especially in the United States and France was noticeable when it came to cheese
education. My assumption was confirmed that greater emphasis is placed on cheese education
overseas.
I believe that the Churchill Fellowship was successful in that I have several models to try and
emulate in Australia to develop and achieve the aim of the project:

“Develop a national centre for cheese education to create a paddock-to-plate Artisan Cheese
Industry.”
The lessons, observations and imported best practice will be used as the basis for the expansion of
the Artisan Cheese Making Academy Australia.

Recommendations
Education directed at the Australian Artisan Cheese Industry, while still in infancy, has the
opportunity to grow. However, this will require investment from both government and
stake holders. As the industry grows there will be a need for more qualified cheese makers.
In saying this I believe there is a need for writing a specific cheese program geared as an
apprenticeship to enable industry to advertise for a cheese maker and not have to import a
qualified cheese maker from overseas.
Dairy schools from the past have closed down to become more focussed on food
technology. This is an inherent problem causing a specific skill shortage; this definitely gives
value to creating an apprenticeship style program for cheesemakers.
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I find that we are at a crossroad. We can take one of two paths. Maintain the status quo and
fail to utilise the full potential of our human and natural capital or, we can start to move
ahead to a time where we are a serious competitor on the world stage. This latter pathway
requires significant investment. How might one proceed? Firstly, a consultation with Dairy
Industry Association of Australia (DIAA) to discuss coordinating a teaching program that can
be delivered over several states. The DIAA (appendix 11) is the logical choice of body as
they are the post farm gate body working for the manufacturers. Secondly, gather all of the
stakeholders and determine who is interested in increasing dairy education and what areas
they think are important. Finally, negotiate with the minister for agriculture about funding
initiatives for cheese/dairy education.
If my recommendation comes to fruition, we can begin to close our skills gap and become
internationally competitive.
If sufficient funding is available, then the project could move to the next level. Examples are:
commissioning training package experts to develop a specific curriculum; partnering with
educational centres overseas such as Agenform and Harper Adams University to initiate a
student exchange program.
The main thing to take from this is to try and have one overarching body to build on the
concept of one National centre for training even though it may be delivered over other
states and by various people.

Sharing knowledge gained
This report will be disseminated via:
The Winston Churchill Website
Social media
Presented to interested parties i.e. Relevant Government personnel such as Minister for
Education, Hon. Susan Close MP, and Minister for Agriculture, Hon. Leon Bignell MP,
Stakeholders such as DA, DIAA and manufacturers
Present findings at Dairy Conferences.

What next?
To begin to collaborate with overseas schools for student exchange program,
Begin to involve stakeholders and obtain support/sponsorship. Since my return I have
secured three companies for a small amount of sponsorship:




CHR Hansen
Cheeselinks
Danisco/Dupont.
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Contact details:
For any queries please do not hesitate to contact me on
Email: gina.dalsanto@tafesa.edu.au

References:
https://www.cowgirlcreamery.com/sidekick-cafe-milk-bar
http://www.calpoly.edu/
https://www.cdr.wisc.edu/
http://www.agroparistech.fr/
http://www.enil.fr/ecoles/enilbio.html
https://gff.co.uk/
http://www.fowlerscheesemakers.co.uk/
http://www.cropwellbishopstilton.com/
http://www.schoolofartisanfood.org
http://www.highwealddairy.co.uk/
http://www.isleofwightcheese.co.uk/
http://www.cornishcheese.co.uk/
http://www.sharpham.com/
http://www.whitelake.co.uk/
http://www.charlesmartell.com/
http://www.monklandcheesedairy.co.uk/
http://www.ludlowfoodcentre.co.uk
http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/
http://www.reaseheath.ac.uk/
http://www.cornishgouda.co.uk
http://www.agenform.it/

BLESSED ARE THE CHEESE MAKERS
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Appendices
Appendix: 1
Questions for interviews
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why was the school established? Who was the driving force?
Since the inception of the school has the focus changed? Why?
How does the school engage with your stakeholders, industry, students, and
processors?
How do you ensure that your courses remain relevant “cutting edge” as the industry
develops and tastes change?
Who provides your funding? Has this changed over the years? Do you think this will
change in the future?
How do you market to your student body? Has your source of students changed? Do
you think this will change in the future?
Are the students in the industry, trying to get into the industry or wanting to start up
their own business?

•

What is your teaching format (guest lecturers, permanent staff, and overseas
guests?) – lectures, lab practical sessions, in house factory work, work placement. If
you could change one thing with your format what would it be?

•

How do you schedule theory vs practical teaching? Why? Is this ideal or a
compromise?

•

What is the ultimate outcome for your students (e.g. employment/business
launch/cheesemaker/factory assistant/cheesemonger/affineur)?

•

What is your success rate?

•

Who do you bench mark yourself against if at all?

•

Who do you think is the best cheese/dairy school besides yourself in your country
and or globally? Why?

•

What format does your course material take – handouts? Electronic, webinar,
tutorials, guided research? Why?

•

What is your governance structure? Has this changed over the years?

Appendix: 2
California Polytechnic School
California Polytechnic State University, has a “learn-by-doing” philosophy. The University
started as a vocational education training centre.
In 1938 Cal Poly received it’s first million-dollar gift when the “Voorhis” donated their South
Californian range as a horticultural training centre.
In 1949 “Kellogg” donated his Arabian horse range.
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The primary university faculty are paid by public funds (State of California) as Calpoly is a public
university. One faculty member is endowed by Laprino foods.
Research and other programs are sponsored projects where faculty write grants to public and
private agencies/organisations to support their activities.

Appendix: 3
The Wisconsin Centre for Dairy research is the premier dairy research centre. Located within
a licensed, operating dairy plant on the University-Madison campus, CDR builds on
Wisconsin’s tradition as the “Dairy State”.
UW started as dairy processing then went on to food technology.
1891 was the first short course. In the 1970’s the program nearly died off. New short courses were
created in the 1990’s and it has grown from there. Students come from across the State and some
from interstate.

The Wisconsin Master Cheesemaker Program is an advanced education program for
experienced cheesemakers through joint sponsorship with the Wisconsin Centre for Dairy
Research and the Wisconsin Milk Marketing Board.
Program participants must currently be making cheese in a Wisconsin plant and hold a
Wisconsin cheesemaker’s license for a minimum of ten years.
The program is the only one in the U.S
“Our goal is to create a world-class dairy research and education facility that will put
Wisconsin and North America at the forefront of dairy innovation.” CDR Director
Appendix: 4
AgroParis Tech
Founded on January 1st 2007 by the three following Graduate Institutes in Science and
Engineering:
• INA P-G - Institut National Agronomique Paris-Grignon
ENGREF – Ecole Nationale du Génie Rural, des Eaux et des Forêts
ENSIA – Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Industries Agricoles et Alimentaires
• AgroParisTech is a member of ParisTech, the Paris Institute of Technology, which is a
consortium of 10 of the foremost French Graduate Institutes in Science and
Engineering.
Appendix: 5
ENILBIO Poligny
Since 1889, the ENILBIO, national school of dairy industry and biotechnology has aimed to train
company staff in the field of cheese and other dairy products, the biotechnology and quality.
The school hosts 300 students and trainees.

There are 6 dairy school in France:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

ANFOPEIL – Reseau des ENIL
ENIL of Mamirolle
ENILBIO – of Poligny
ENILV of Aurillac
ENIL St-Lo-There
ENILIA of Surgeres

The French Government funds the school for 50%, selling of their products produced attributes to
30%, Research and development brings in 10% and professional training attains to 10%.
The Government pays for a full qualification for a student that is not part of industry.

The Government subsidies apprentices along with learning taxes (taxe d` apprentissage from
industry.
Work professional training in school or factory is covered by industry, about €1100/ training day

Appendix: 6
Guild of Fine Foods
The Guild of Fine Food is a UK wide membership organisation established in 1995. It promotes the
Great Taste Awards and also the World Cheese Awards which were initiated in 1988. From its base in
in Dorset, it supports producers and sellers of 'artisan food and drink' across England, Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland.

Appendix: 7
Wellbeck, school of Artisan Food.
A not-for-profit company was set up, headed by a board of people who are passionate about
artisan food. The East Midlands Development Agency funded the first stage of capital works.
The emphasis is on foods that ferment (bread, cheese, beer, charcuterie). All the teaching
takes place at the School and the Advanced Diploma students also attend practical
placements at existing artisan businesses throughout the UK.
A state-of-the-art dairy teaching room was opened in 2011. The first intake of one-year
Advanced Diploma students graduated in July 2011 and well over 5,000 short course
participants have been through the doors.
Appendix: 8
Harper Adams University Dairy Department
Since its foundation in 1901, Harper Adams has had a long and proud tradition of working
closely with the rural sector and will continue to do so, to add relevance to teaching and
research and to act as a focal point for transferring research into practice.
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Appendix: 9
Reaseheath College Dairy Department
The state-of-the-art dairy facility takes milk from the farm storing in 5,000 litre capacity
tanks, right through the process from CIP, pasteurisation, separation, filtration,
homogenisation, evaporation, drying and filling.
The majority of equipment within the dairy was supplied via Tetra Pak and Alfa-Laval, and is
both industry standard, modern and on a commercial scale.
There are 2 dairy specialists and their expertise ensures that the school offers both training
and trials across the dairy spectrum, from milk, through butter, yoghurt, desserts and
cheese.
Also have experts within the field of spray drying and sauce & drinks manufacture, so are
well equipped to assist with enquiries of this nature.

Appendix: 10
Agenform Moretta
Agenform is a consortium of public and private entities. Was founded as a training center
for the province of Cuneo, 26 years ago. Local companies support the school with
internships of students. Agenform markets their courses throughout the regional schools
and their web site.
Agenform provides training services for the Province of Cuneo - training responds to a
recent regulatory framework which delegates the operational management of vocational
training in public and private sectors, recognizing companies with a key role in active labour
market policies.
The resulting structure combines the heritage of the provincial vocational training centres
with current local needs in terms of training, guidance and advice for local development.
Currently participating in the consortium over 60 subjects:
Public (University of Turin, higher education institutions, municipalities, mountain
communities)
Private (important companies in the areas of intervention).
AgenForm is responsible to plan, organize and manage training activities, guidance,
research, technical assistance, working with a quality system ISO 9001 certified and
accredited by the Region of Piedmont.
Agenform through continuing education is also available to people in the industry wanting
to hone their skills.
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Appendix: 11
The Dairy Industry Association of Australia (DIAA) is a not for profit industry association for
dairy products manufacturers and allied trades.
The DIAA was incorporated on 24 March 1986, following the amalgamation of the Australian
Dairy Institute and the Australian Society of Dairy Technology.
The DIAA's mission is to promote excellence in the Australian dairy industry by providing a
forum for communication, continuing education, professional growth, recognition and
fellowship for all members, sectors and participant organisations involved with the dairy
industry.
DIAA's members come from all sectors of the post-farm gate dairy industry and include:








Owners, managers and staff of dairy product manufacturers big and small
Staff of companies that supply or service dairy product manufacturers
Food technologists, scientists, engineers, researchers, microbiologists and
nutritionists
Lecturers, instructors and researchers working for tertiary institutions
Public servants, regulators and government staff who provide research funding to
the food industry
Students of food science and technology
Anyone who is interested in and enjoys great dairy products

The DIAA is a member of the Global Dairy Platform
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Happy snaps of my cheese making facility at TAFESA (ACMAA)
which I am trying to grow and benefit the industry – thus Churchill
Fellowship.

An example of successful
graduates

Nothing like a sensory session to
complete a 3 day soft ripened
course
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Triple Cream Cheese
anyone?

Hooping Traditional
Camembert
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Degree food science and nutrition students
with the potential of finding employment in
the dairy industry.
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